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Using before and after images in
marketing

The Last Word
Nurse prescriber Natalie Haswell explains why she
no longer uses before and after photos for marketing
The Advertising Standards Authority
(ASA) and the Committee of Advertising
Practice (CAP) has always reminded
practitioners that it is prohibited to use
before and after images for prescriptiononly medicines (POMs) like botulinum
toxin or ‘Botox’ in marketing.
In fact, as we know, it’s prohibited in the
UK to market POMs to the public at all,
including vitamin and hay fever injections
for example, unlike in the US.1 In January,
this was reinforced after the CAP and
the Medicines and Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency (MHRA) issued an
Enforcement Notice to the beauty and
cosmetic service industry due to minimal
compliance from injectors.2,3
This reminder prompted me to revise my
own marketing efforts, not just for toxin,
but every message I was sending my
patients. What I realised was that some of
my own social media posts (notably the
before and after images) did not actually
give the right or appropriate messages
that I believe in: safe, bespoke treatments.
So, I decided to delete all my previous

before and after posts on my social media
and website and not use ANY (including
for filler and skin treatments) in future.
This article will discuss the relevance,
reliability and significance of before and
after images in marketing for not only the
consumer, but other injectors and the
aesthetics industry as a whole.

Personally, I have great concerns for the
younger and vulnerable generation with
regards to what message before and
after photos are actually giving. Often,
pictures are promoting certain products
and specific individual results, which
is not educational for the consumer.
Importantly, the same results cannot be
achieved for every patient; 1ml of product,
three chemical peels or medical-grade
skincare will not give the same results to
everyone, and not every patient is suitable
for every treatment. So how are one
person’s before and after photos of these
treatments beneficial to anyone but the
patient in question?
Mentioning certain products when sharing
good before and after photos can also
influence consumers to ask for them
specifically, when they might not actually
be suitable for them. This could be filler,
skincare or skin treatments – in fact I once
had a patient that said they wouldn’t come
to me unless I used a certain product!
In my experience, often the only thing
patients can tell me about the product/
treatment they think they want is the
name, not actually what they need to know
for their own health and safety and if it’s
actually of benefit to them.
This is concerning, and as medical
professionals I feel it is our duty of care to
educate the public that not one treatment,
amount, product or procedure fits all.
Ensuring patients are aware that it’s not
just about price, photos and results – but
that their safety comes first – is paramount.
It has been reported by Save Face that the
public predominantly choose practitioners
based on social media following and
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Possible positives

Possible concerns

Shows skill of a good treatment result.

The practitioner’s training, skills and accountability to the patient are not evidenced in
a photo. Was the practitioner reassuring and knowledgeable? How is this measured in
a photo? Do they have official accredited training? Are they their photos?

Can help guide expectations and show what outcome might be expected.

Photos usually only show treatment straight after at optimum results or after several
weeks. Rarely they show or explain the downtime stages of treatment (such as
bruising, & swelling). No evidence of pre-care given, a consultation completed, or
aftercare advice supplied verbally and in written form. No explanation of consent
process, cooling-off period, risks. Every patient is different and no two results will be
the same.

Allows for product and clinic/business promotion; before and after photos are very
eye catching and noticeable to the consumer. Demonstrates and advertises what
treatments you perform.

Same as above. In addition, they may not be the injector’s photos and could have
been sourced from another practitioner’s work.

Products

Adds to scientific evidence for product manufacturers. Great for auditing, reports and
statistics.

Photos of healing stages or final results months after treatment are rarely used to
show the product quality and longevity. However this is individual and different for
every patient.

Reviews

Shows a positive outcome. Comments on the before and after image may show the
popularity of the practitioner and other’s thoughts and feelings about them.

Missing review of the patient’s actual experience. Did they experience common or
rare side effects or complications? Did they experience pain? Did the patient like their
results?

If accompanied by explanation in the correct context with all information, can be
educational for the consumer and other injectors of what can be achieved.

Educational content comes in many forms and we need to be careful not to give
unqualified practitioners or patients the information they feel is enough to practice
unsafely without official training and qualifications or go and self-inject.

Shows patients a guide to the practitioner’s clinical practice/ethos such as natural vs.
accentuated/overfilled approach.

Depends on the clientele they treat, where they live and trends patients want to
follow. Ethnicity is very important here; as are facial profiles, proportions and planes.

Social proof the practitioner is actively treating.

Could be sourced from someone else’s marketing and copied. Could be edited
digitally and not genuine. Could be old photos, not new or returning patients.

Training

Patient
expectations

Promotion

Education

Ethos

Authenticity

Insurance/legal

Poor photo quality, lighting and angles can be shared, or they could be edited so that
they do not show the full result, which could be misleading.
Provides evidence and proof of results, which are essential for insurance purposes
and malpractice claims. Good practice for medical records, to reflect, review and
improve practice.

Table 1: Potential pros and cons/concerns of using before and after images

pictures of aesthetic treatments.4 The
same report also suggests that the
majority of the complaints received by
Save Face came from patients who sought
an aesthetician or injector on social
media for their images and predominantly
nothing else. So, actually, how reliable and
safe is this kind of marketing?
It’s my opinion that as medical
professionals we should focus on
educating the public to source well
trained, educated and experienced
professionals with appropriate knowledge,
qualifications and word-of-mouth
reputation, not just simply posting a before
and after photo. Encourage patients to
find someone who can assess and consult
them according to their holistic needs/
desires, not to simply administer the
treatment they demand.
The possible concerns I have with the
marketing of before and after photos
are outlined in Table 1, as are the
potential positives/benefits. I do feel
that there are some positives of before
and after imagery, however I feel they
are dependent on the honesty of the
practitioner. I also believe that the benefits
are more valuable to the market and
the injector, not really the patient. In my
practice, the way I use before and after
images is through the consultation to show

potential patients some of my treatment
results (with consent as per GDPR of
course).

The solution
We know that patients like seeing before
and after images. However, I believe
practitioners should be actively promoting the
consultation, assessment and the knowledge
and expertise of the practitioner; not the drug,
amount, brand, product or treatment. This, I
believe, is more beneficial for the patient.
I am not saying we should stop taking
before and after images or ban them; they
do absolutely have their place for tracking
a patient’s unique treatment journey, for
insurance and legal purposes and for the
further education of colleagues. But I do think
we need to be more responsible in how we
use them in marketing for the mental health of
our current and future patients.
Official guidance focuses specifically on
POMs and advertising, and I believe a
universal framework or guidelines on all
aesthetic marketing would be useful for
all to follow to ensure patient safety and
continuity. Alternatively, looking at other
ways to show aesthetic results digitally
would be beneficial for patients and
aesthetic injectors.
Patients should be encouraged to
research a practitioner for their skill, visible

real-life results from friends and family,
reputation, word of mouth, ethics, legal
responsibility and accountability, safety
and qualifications, not just their before and
after images.
Natalie Haswell has been a
registered general nurse since
2005. She started practising
in aesthetics in 2017 while
working as a prescribing matron
in the NHS. Haswell completed her Level 7
qualification at Harley Academy, where she
now teaches as a clinical mentor two days
per week. She practises at her clinic Haswell
Aesthetics in Colchester, Essex.
Qual: INP, RGN
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